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Ultrahigh thermoelectric performance of Janus
a-STe2 and a-SeTe2 monolayers†

Gang Liu, *a Aiqing Guo,a Fengli Cao,a Weiwei Ju, a Zhaowu Wang, a

Hui Wang, a Guo-Ling Li b and Zhibin Gao *c

Janus a-STe2 and a-SeTe2 monolayers are investigated systematically using first-principles calculations

combined with semiclassical Boltzmann transport theory. Janus a-STe2 and a-SeTe2 monolayers are

indirect semiconductors with band gaps of 1.20 and 0.96 eV, respectively. It is found that they possess

ultrahigh figure of merit (ZT) values of 3.9 and 4.4, respectively, at 500 K, much higher than that of the

pristine a-Te monolayer (2.8). The higher ZT values originating from Janus structures reduce lattice

thermal conductivities remarkably compared with the pristine a-Te monolayer. The much higher

phonon anharmonicity in Janus monolayers leads to significantly lower lattice thermal conductivity. It is

also found that electronic thermal conductivity can play an important role in thermoelectric efficiency of

materials with quite low lattice thermal conductivity. This work suggests the potential applications of

Janus a-STe2 and a-SeTe2 monolayers as thermoelectric materials and highlights that using a Janus

structure is an effective way to enhance thermoelectric performance.

Introduction

During the past several decades, thermoelectric (TE) materials
have attracted much attention as they can convert waste heat
into useful electrical power directly. Generally, a dimensionless
figure of merit ZT can be used to evaluate the conversion
efficiency, which can be expressed as ZT = S2sT/(ke + kL), where
S, s, T, ke and kL are the Seebeck coefficient, electrical con-
ductivity, absolute temperature, electronic thermal conductivity,
and lattice thermal conductivity, respectively. Moreover, S2s is
the power factor (PF). A high ZT value requires a high S2s and
low thermal conductivity (ke + kL). Unfortunately, the para-
meters which determine the ZT value are usually interrelated.
For instance, S and s generally behave in an opposite manner,
greatly complicating the optimization of ZT values.1–3 Usually,
for a TE material to show excellent electronic transport proper-
ties it should possess a narrow band gap.4,5 However, it has
been reported recently that materials with wide band gaps can
also have excellent TE performance due to high motilities and
low lattice thermal conductivities.6–8 Various theoretical and

experimental investigations suggest that reducing the dimen-
sionality can improve the ZT value of the TE materials because
of the quantum confinement effect and the interface/surface
scattering effect.9–12

Since the successful exfoliation of graphene in 2004,13,14 a
new field in the study of two-dimensional (2D) materials has
opened up. Numerous 2D materials have been investigated
theoretically and experimentally for their unique physical and
chemical properties.15–22 Recently, motivated by the successful
synthesis of tellurene (2D tellurium),22 the 2D materials of
group VI have attracted much attention, and various 2D mate-
rials of Te and Se have been synthesized experimentally.22–28

It is found that tellurene possesses a high carrier mobility on
the order of 103 cm2 V�1 s�1,22 outstanding air stability,29 and a
high on/off ratio on the order of 106,24 leading to its potential
applications in field-effect transistors (FETs), photodetectors,
and sensors. Extraordinary electronic transport properties have
also been found for few-layer tellurene.24,30,31 Furthermore,
it also shows good potential applications for thermoelectric
devices with high thermoelectric performance.11,32,33

Recently, Janus 2D materials have become a research hot
spot due to the mirror asymmetry in their structure and the
resulting distinct properties. Janus transition metal dichalco-
genides (TMDs) have been investigated theoretically and
experimentally.34–37 Investigations suggest that Janus mono-
layers have promising applications in various fields such as
electronics, optoelectronics, photocatalysts, and gas sensing.38–41

In addition, theoretical research studies have found that Janus
monolayers usually reduce kL obviously compared with the
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pristine monolayers, such as Janus MoSSe, ZrSSe, PtSSe, and
SnSSe.42–45 Thus, the Janus structure may possess higher ZT than
the pristine material due to its low thermal conductivity.46

In this work, we have investigated the TE properties of Janus
a-STe2 and a-SeTe2 monolayers based on the first-principles
calculations. For comparison, the pristine a-Te monolayer was
investigated as well. The dynamic and thermal stability is
confirmed using phonon dispersion and the ab initio molecular
dynamics (AIMD) simulations. It is found that Janus a-STe2 and
a-SeTe2 monolayers possess ultra-high ZT values up to about
4.0 at 500 K, much higher than the maximum ZT value of about
2.8 for a-Te. The ultra-high ZT originates from the good
electronic transport properties and ultra-low thermal conduc-
tivity. Janus structures reduce the electronic transport proper-
ties as the breaking of inversion symmetry but impair kL

significantly, leading to the enhancement of ZT. Furthermore,
the importance of electronic thermal conductivity in TE effi-
ciency is highlighted. The physical mechanisms of low kL are
also investigated. It is found that much higher phonon anhar-
monicity results in a lower kL in Janus monolayers. And the
broken inversion symmetry leads to a higher phonon anhar-
monicity in Janus monolayers, hence a lower kL.

Computational methods

Based on density functional theory (DFT), all the first-principles
calculations were performed using the Vienna ab initio simula-
tion package (VASP).47,48 The Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)
generalized gradient approximation (GGA) was used as the
exchange–correlation functional.49 For structure optimization,
a plane-wave kinetic energy cutoff of 600 eV was chosen, which
is much higher than the maximum recommended cutoff
to ensure the good convergence of the calculations. During
the optimization, a total energy convergence criterion of
10�8 eV was chosen, while the force convergence criterion was
10�4 eV/Å. A Monkhorst–Pack50 k-mesh of 15 � 15 � 1 was used
to sample the Brillouin zone (BZ). The van der Waals (vdW)

correction proposed by Grimme51 was taken into consideration
during the calculations. The effect of spin–orbit coupling (SOC)
was also included due to the presence of heavy elements. As the
band gap is always underestimated with PBE, HSE0652 was
employed to obtain an accurate electronic band structure and
density of states (DOS). To verify the thermal stability, the ab initio
molecular dynamics (AIMD) simulations controlled using a Nose–
Hoover thermostat53,54 have been performed for 5000 fs with a
time step of 1 fs. The electronic transport properties are imple-
mented in the BoltzTraP2 code,55 where Boltzmann transport
theory and relaxation time approximation (RTA) are utilized. The
phonon dispersions were obtained using Phonopy.56 The
AlmaBTE code was used to calculate the lattice thermal conduc-
tivity by solving the Boltzmann transport equation.57

Results and discussion

The structure of the a-Te monolayer belongs to the %P3M1 (164)
symmetry group, similar to that of 1T-MoS2. The Janus mono-
layers are built from the pristine a-Te by replacing Te atoms of
the outer layer with S/Se atoms. The optimized structures of
three monolayers are shown in Fig. 1, including a-Te. From the
side views, it can be found that the symmetry is broken as two
surfaces of the Janus monolayer consist of different chalcogen
atoms. The lattice constant a and buckling height d of the
optimized structures are listed in Table 1, as well as the
cohesive energies Ec per atom for the three materials. Cohesive

energy Ec is defined as: Ec ¼
Etot � mESe þ nETeð Þ

mþ n
, where Etot is

the total energy of the material studied, while ESe and ETe are
those of isolated Se and Te atoms, respectively. Here m and n
are the numbers of Se and Te atoms in a primitive cell. The
calculated Ec values are �2.38, �2.24, and �2.08 eV for a-STe2,
a-SeTe2 and a-Te monolayers, respectively. This indicates
the energetic stability of the Janus monolayers. Moreover, the
AIMD simulations also confirm the thermal stability of the
three monolayers up to 500 K, as shown in Fig. S1 of the ESI.†

Fig. 1 Side and top views of Janus (a) a-S/SeTe2 and (b) a-Te monolayers. The primitive cells are displayed with blue shading. The symbols S/Se/Te1,
Te2, Te3 indicate the atoms located in different layers.
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The electronic band structure plays an important role in TE
performance. It should be noted that the HSE06 hybrid func-
tional including SOC effects (HSE + SOC) is necessary for
obtaining an accurate band structure of the materials contain-
ing heavy elements. For instance, the experimental value of the
band gap is about 0.33 eV for bulk Te,58 while the calculated
value is 0.31 eV with the HSE + SOC method,31 very close to the
experimental one. For comparison, the PBE, PBE + SOC, and
HSE without SOC methods led to values different from the
experimental value remarkably.31 The band gaps calculated
with HSE + SOC, HSE, PBE + SOC, and PBE are listed in
Table 2. For a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and a-Te monolayers, the band
gaps calculated using HSE + SOC are indirect with values of
about 1.22, 0.96, and 0.70 eV, respectively. The data are in good
agreement with previous studies.22,33,59 Furthermore, the band
gaps calculated using other methods are significantly different
from those calculated using HSE + SOC. For instance, the band
gaps calculated using HSE are 1.51, 1.21, and 1.12 eV, signifi-
cantly larger than those calculated using HSE + SOC. It also
verifies that the SOC effect cannot be neglected for the materi-
als containing a heavy Te element. The calculated electronic
band structures and partial DOS (PDOS) of the three mono-
layers with the method of HSE + SOC are shown in Fig. 2, while
the band structures calculated using HSE without SOC are
shown as well. The conduction band minimum (CBM) is
located at the G point for all the monolayers. However, the
valence band maximum (VBM) is located in the G–M line for
a-Te, while they are located in the G–K line for a-STe2 and
a-SeTe2. On the whole, the shapes of band structures are
similar, implying that they may have similar values of effective
masses overall for three monolayers, as listed in Table 3.
However, the VBM of a-Te is located far from the ones of Janus
monolayers, resulting in a large difference in m* of holes.
Moreover, the valence bands near the Fermi level are relatively
flat, facilitating a high PF value, similar to those of NaxCoO2

and FeAs2.60–62 In Fig. 2, it is also found that SOC remarkably
affects the shapes of the band structure and the locations of the
VBM and CBM. The shapes of curves around the VBM and CBM
have a great effect on m*. Thus, we choose the data of HSE +
SOC to obtain an accurate TE performance. From the PDOS, we

can find that the atoms of two outer layers (Te1 and Te3)
contribute identically due to the inversion symmetry of the
structure in a-Te, whereas the contributions of two outer layers
(S/Se1 and Te3) are not the same in Janus monolayers. The
outer S/Se1 atoms contribute much less than the Te2 atoms in
the middle layer in Janus monolayers around the CBM, while
the contributions of outer Te1/Te3 atoms are nearly the same as
those of the Te2 atoms in a-Te.

The phonon dispersions along high-symmetry lines are
investigated, as shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding projected
phonon density of states (PhDOS) are also displayed together.
There is no negative frequency, indicating the dynamical
stability of the three monolayers. In fact, the stabilities of the
Janus monolayers were also confirmed in previous studies.59,63

There are three acoustic phonon branches and six optical
phonon branches, as there are three atoms in each primitive
cell. The out-of-plane acoustic (ZA), transverse acoustic (TA),
and longitudinal acoustic (LA) branches are displayed in red,
blue and magenta lines, respectively. Note that the ZA phonon
branches are quadratic around the G point, while TA and LA
branches are linear. It is found that the highest frequencies of
a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and a-Te monolayers are 7.59, 6.23, and 5.73
THz, respectively. This mainly results from the fact that a-STe2

has the lowest average atom mass, while that of a-Te is the
heaviest. In a-Te, the Te atom of the middle layer dominates
the PhDOS in the high-frequency range of 3.5–6.0 THz, while
the atom of the outer layers contributes significantly in the low-
frequency range. Moreover, the contributions of Te1 and Te3
are identical due to the inversion symmetry of the structure. In
Janus monolayers, the lighter S/Se atom contributes much
more in the high-frequency range. In particular, the S atom is
even dominant in the high-frequency range for a-STe2, as it is
much lighter than the Te atom. Note that there is a phonon gap
between acoustic and optical phonon modes in a-Te, whereas it
does not appear in the two Janus monolayers. Compared to
pristine a-Te, the breaking of the symmetry in the Janus
monolayers leads to the breaking of degeneracies and obvious
splits between phonon branches, such as at the high-symmetry
point K.

The vibrating patterns of the nine phonon modes around
the G point are investigated, as shown in Fig. 4. Note that the
mode number is given in the ascending order of phonon
frequency. Modes 1 to 3 belong to acoustic phonons, while
modes 4 to 9 belong to optical phonons. It is found that modes
4, 5, and 8 of Janus monolayers have significant differences
between pristine a-Te monolayers. In a-Te, the vibrations of
these modes have inversion symmetry along the c-direction,
as the structure is symmetrical. However, as in Janus mono-
layers, the Te atoms of one outer layer are substituted by S/Se
atoms, the inversion symmetry of the structure is broken, hence
the symmetry of vibration.

By solving the Boltzmann transport equation with the con-
stant relaxation time and single parabolic band (SPB) model,64

we investigate the electronic transport coefficients of the three
monolayers, including the S, s, and PF. Two typical tempera-
tures (300 and 500 K) are selected in the calculation, as shown

Table 1 Lattice constant a and buckling height d of optimized structures,
as well as the cohesive energies Ec per atom

a-STe2 a-SeTe2 a-Te

a (Å) 4.03 4.05 4.15
d (Å) 3.34 3.49 3.67
Ec (eV) �2.38 �2.24 �2.08

Table 2 Calculated band gaps with HSE + SOC, HSE, PBE + SOC, and PBE
for each monolayer

HSE + SOC (eV) HSE (eV) PBE + SOC (eV) PBE (eV)

a-STe2 1.22 1.51 0.78 1.05
a-SeTe2 0.96 1.21 0.58 0.79
a-Te 0.70 1.12 0.44 0.76
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in Fig. 5. On the whole, it is found that the absolute values of
Seebeck coefficient |S| decrease for all the three monolayers
with an increase in the carrier concentration n, as displayed in
Fig. 5(a)–(c). Based on the Mahan–Sofo theory,65 |S| for 2D
materials can be expressed using the following simple model:12

Sj j ¼ 2p3kB2

3eh2n
m�T ; (1)

where h, kB, m*, and e are the Planck constant, Boltzmann
constant, effective mass, and electron charge, respectively. It is
found that |S| is proportional to m*, and inversely proportional
to n at a given temperature. From Table 3, it is found that m* of
the holes is much larger than that of the electrons, due to the
smaller band curvature around the VBM than that around the
CBM as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, |S| of p-type doping is bigger
than that of n-type doping for three monolayers. |S| values are

close to each other among the three monolayers. For instance,
at 500 K and 1013 cm�2 of n, |S| values are 323, 331, and
312 mV K�1 for a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and a-Te monolayers, respectively.
Furthermore, |S| at 500 K is higher than that at 300 K, as it is
proportional to T based on eqn (1).

The carrier relaxation time t is required to obtain s.55 From
the conventional Boltzmann transport theory, electrical con-
ductivity s is proportional to the carrier relaxation time t, which

can be expressed as t ¼ m�m
e

, where m is the carrier mobility.

By using the deformation potential (DP) theory, m of 2D
materials can be written as:66

m ¼ e�h3C2D

kBTm�mdEi
2
; (2)

where h� and C2D are the reduced Planck constant and 2D elastic
constant, respectively. md is the average effective mass calcu-
lated using md ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m�xm

�
y

p
. However, for in-plane isotropic

materials here, m�x ¼ m�y. Ei ¼
DEedge

Da=a
is the deformation

potential constant, where DEedge is the shift in the band energy
of the VBM/CBM under small compression or expansion, and
Da is the change in the lattice parameter relative to the
equilibrium lattice parameter a. The vacuum energy level
correction is considered in the calculations. The calculated
data are listed in Table 3. From the a-STe2 to a-Te monolayer,
C2D becomes smaller, as the S–Te bond is the strongest and the

Fig. 2 Electronic band structures of Janus (a) a-STe2, (b) a-SeTe2, and (c) pristine a-Te monolayers with HSE + SOC, exhibited by blue solid lines.
For comparison, the band structures calculated using HSE without SOC are shown in red dashed lines. The partial phonon density of states (PDOS) are
also displayed. The inset shows the chosen high-symmetry points. The green and black circles indicate the locations of the CBM and VBM of HSE + SOC
for each monolayer. The symbols S/Se/Te1, Te2, and Te3 represent atoms of different layers, as shown in Fig. 1.

Table 3 Elastic constant C2D, effective mass m*, DP constant Ei, carrier
mobility m and the carrier relaxation time t at room temperature.
me represents the rest mass of the electron

Carrier type C2D (N/m) m* (me) Ei (ev) m (cm2 V�1 S�1) t (ps)

a-STe2 Electron 50.91 0.125 6.06 1.90 � 103 0.135
Hole 0.288 3.92 8.52 � 102 0.140

a-SeTe2 Electron 46.49 0.114 6.18 2.00 � 103 0.130
Hole 0.288 4.36 6.30 � 102 0.103

a-Te Electron 40.48 0.097 5.86 2.67 � 103 0.148
Hole 0.189 3.58 1.89 � 103 0.203
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Te–Te bond is the weakest. The carrier relaxation times t of
electrons and holes for the three monolayers are close to each
other, in the range of 0.1–0.2 ps.

The electrical conductivity s of the three monolayers is
obtained through the calculated carrier relaxation time t,
as shown in Fig. 4(d)–(f). It is found that s increases with
the increasing carrier concentration n, and decreases with

temperature T. The curves of 300 K are higher than the ones
of 500 K. On the whole, s of n-type doping is higher than that of
p-type doping at the same n and T. The dependencies of s can
be interpreted using a simple model s = nem.67 It correlates
positively with n, contrary to the situation of S. Furthermore,
s is inversely proportional to m* and T based on eqn (2). As m*
of an electron is smaller than that of a hole for each monolayer,
s of n-type doping is higher.

Then, based on S and s, the power factor PF as a function of
carrier concentration n is calculated and shown in Fig. 4(g)–(i).
A high value of PF needs a large S and s simultaneously, as
PF = S2s. PF has a maximum value at an optimum n, due to the
decreasing function of S and the increasing function of s. In all
cases, the PF value of n-type and p-type doping increases first
and then decreases with increasing n. It is found that PF values
at 300 K are generally higher than the values at 500 K for n-type
and p-type doping. Moreover, the PF values of n-type doping are
much lower than those of p-type doping for the three mono-
layers. The maximum values of PF are 0.035, 0.034, and 0.055 W
mK�2 for p-type doped a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and a-Te monolayers,
respectively, at 300 K. At 500 K, the maximum values are 0.036,
0.028, and 0.040 W mK�2, respectively. The high values of PF
are comparable with those of many TE materials, such as 2D
SnSe and Penta-silicene,12,68 indicating they may show high TE
performance as well.

A high value of ZT also needs a minimum thermal conductivity,
including electronic thermal conductivity ke and lattice thermal
conductivity kL. ke can be calculated through the Wiedemann–
Franz law: ke = LsT, where L is the Lorenz number.69

Fig. 3 Phonon dispersions and projected PhDOS of (a) a-STe2, (b) a-SeTe2, and (c) a-Te monolayers. Red, blue, and magenta lines indicate ZA, TA, and
LA phonon branches, respectively.

Fig. 4 Vibration patterns of the nine phonon modes around the G point
for Janus monolayers (a) and pristine a-Te monolayers (b). The arrows
show the vibration directions of each atom. The number is given in the
ascending order of phonon frequency for each mode.
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The calculated ke values of the three monolayers at 300 and
500 K are displayed in Fig. 6. Since ke and s are linearly
related, ke shows similar dependencies on n and m*. ke is very

small when n is lower than 1013 cm�2, whereas it increases
sharply and exceeds 15 Wm�1 K�1 at 1014 cm�2. On the whole,
ke is much larger for n-type doping than for p-type doping

Fig. 5 Concentration n dependencies of |S|, s, and PF at 300 and 500 K for the three monolayers. The solid lines indicate the data of p-type doping,
while the dashed lines represent n-type doping. And the 1st, 2nd and 3rd columns correspond to the Janus a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and pristine a-Te
monolayers, respectively.

Fig. 6 Electronic thermal conductivity ke of (a) a-STe2, (b) a-SeTe2, and (c) a-Te monolayers at 300 and 500 K. Solid lines indicate ke of p-type doping,
while dashed lines indicate the ones of n-type doping.
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when n is lower than 1013 cm�2, as m* of the electrons is lower
than that of the holes. Combined with lower PF, the ZT value
of n-type doping should be much smaller than that of p-type
doping. As the m* of a hole in the a-Te monolayer is the
lowest among the three monolayers, ke of the a-Te monolayer
is the largest. For instance, ke values are 1.30, 0.89, and
1.82 Wm�1 K�1 for p-type doped a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and a-Te
monolayers, respectively, at 300 K, 5 � 1012 cm�2. It is also
found that ke is independent of T approximately.

The kL values of full solution for the a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and
a-Te monolayers are calculated, as shown in Fig. 7. For com-
parison, the values obtained by the relaxation time approxi-
mation (RTA) approach are also displayed. To calculate the kL

of 2D materials, an effective thickness is required, which can be
defined as the summation of the buckling height h and the van
der Waals radii of the atoms of the outer layer.70 The effective
thicknesses are 7.20, 7.45, and 7.79 Å for a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and
a-Te monolayers, respectively. The ultralow values of kL

obtained from the full solution (RTA) are 1.18 (0.39), 0.73
(0.32), and 3.01 (1.12) Wm�1 K�1 at 300 K, respectively.
Although the RTA approach underestimates kL significantly, it
is particularly useful for a quite big sample size and slow
heating experimental conditions.71–73 However, our discussion
is based on the results of full solution, as our work focuses
more on the theoretical research. The values are in agreement
with those of previous studies.33,59 The kL values are much
lower than those of many 2D monolayers, such as graphene
(3716 Wm�1 K�1),74,75 silicene (28.3 Wm�1 K�1),74,75

blue phosphorene (106.6 Wm�1 K�1),74 and MoS2 monolayers
(87.6 Wm�1 K�1).76 An ultralow kL value generally corresponds
to high TE efficiency. It is also found that kL values are close
to ke at 5 � 1012 cm�2 and room temperature. As is well known,
kL usually dominates the TE performance, while the effect of ke

can be neglected. However, ke is comparable to kL here, as kL is
quite low (around 1 Wm�1 K�1). It implies that ke may also play

an important role in TE performance. Furthermore, the curves
of kL well satisfy the relationship kLp 1/T, indicating the
dominant Umklapp process. At 500 K, kL values are reduced
to 0.71, 0.45, and 1.83 Wm�1 K�1 for a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and a-Te
monolayers, respectively.

Furthermore, the normalized contribution of each mode to
total kL at 300 K is also investigated, as listed in Table 4. It is
found that the acoustic modes contribute 67.5%, 42.1% and
57.8% to the total kL for a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and a-Te monolayers,
respectively. In other words, the contributions of optical modes
are 32.5%, 57.9%, and 42.2%, respectively. The contributions
of optical phonons are quite significant, much higher than
those of many other 2D materials, such as graphene,77 MoS2

monolayer,76 and stanene.78

Debye temperature YD is related closely to the thermal
properties of materials, and can be expressed as YD =
homax/kB, where h and omax are the Planck constant and the
maximum of acoustic phonon frequency, respectively.79 They
are 131, 123, and 105 K for a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and a-Te mono-
layers, respectively. Usually, high YD indicates strong harmonic
properties, and hence high kL. However, a-Te possesses the
lowest YD and the highest kL among the three monolayers. The
abnormal case of kL stems from YD measures the harmonic
properties only, whereas kL is determined by both harmonic
and anharmonic properties. To unveil the underlying physical
mechanisms, the total phase space for three-phonon processes
P3 and Grüneisen parameters g are calculated, as displayed in
Fig. 8. Note that P3 is the direct measure of the number of
scattering processes available to each phonon, depending on
the phonon dispersions only.75,80 Based on Fig. 8(a)–(c) the
dispersions of P3 are similar to each other, indicating that they
are not the main reason for the abnormal kL of the monolayers.
On the other hand, the Grüneisen parameter g is the measure of
the anharmonic interactions, and a high value of g leads to a
low kL.75,81 Overall, |g| of a-Te is smaller than those of a-STe2

and a-SeTe2, as shown in Fig. 8(d)–(f), especially for the TA
phonon branch. Specifically, the maximum value of |g| is only
2.6 for a-Te, while it can reach 20 for a-STe2 and a-SeTe2. The
phonon relaxation times tph of the three monolayers are also
exhibited in Fig. 8(g)–(i). tph of a-STe2 and a-SeTe2 is significantly
lower than that of a-Te, resulting from the much higher |g|. It is
concluded that due to the breaking of the inversion symmetry
with respect to the central plane of the structure, the Janus
a-STe2 and a-SeTe2 monolayers introduce much stronger anhar-
monicity, leading to an abnormally lower kL than that of a-Te.45

Based on the electronic and thermal transport coefficients,
the ZT values of the three monolayers are estimated and shown

Fig. 7 Temperature dependence of lattice thermal conductivity kL for
a-STe2, a-SeTe2, and a-Te monolayers. The circles represent the values of
kL obtained from the full solution, while the solid lines indicate the
corresponding 1/T fitting. For comparison, the diamonds and dashed lines
represent the data of the RTA approach.

Table 4 Normalized contribution of each phonon mode to the total kL for
the three 2D materials. The mode number is given in the ascending order
of phonon frequency around the G point. Modes 1 to 3 belongs to the
acoustic mode, and the others belong to the optical mode

Mode 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

a-STe2 0.267 0.260 0.148 0.073 0.118 0.016 0.011 0.095 0.012
a-SeTe2 0.145 0.140 0.137 0.076 0.027 0.020 0.039 0.324 0.092
a-Te 0.156 0.230 0.192 0.021 0.005 0.031 0.016 0.262 0.087
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in Fig. 9. They possess ultrahigh ZT values for p-type doping.
At 500 K, the three monolayers have the maximum ZT values of
3.9, 4.4, and 2.8 for a-STe2, a-SeTe2 and a-Te monolayers,
respectively, corresponding to the values of n of 4 � 1012,
4 � 1012, and 5 � 1012 cm�2. The a-SeTe2 monolayer has the

highest ZT value as it has the lowest ke and kL (0.67 and
0.45 Wm�1 K�1) at 500 K, while the ones of pristine a-Te are
the highest (1.95 and 1.83 Wm�1 K�1). Therefore, the much
lower kL of the a-SeTe2 monolayer mainly leads to a much
higher ZT value than that of a-Te. For the three monolayers

Fig. 8 (a–c) Total phase space for three-phonon processes P3, (d–f) absolute value of Grüneisen parameters |g|, and (g–i) phonon relaxation time tph for
the three monolayers. Note that the 1st, 2nd and 3rd columns correspond to the Janus a-STe2, a-SeTe2 and a-Te monolayers, respectively.

Fig. 9 Figure of merit ZT for (a) Janus a-STe2, (b) a-SeTe2 and (c) pristine a-Te monolayers, respectively. The solid lines indicate the values of p-type
doped monolayers, while the dashed lines represent the n-type doping.
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studied here, higher PF does not always lead to higher ZT. For
example, a-Te has the highest PF (0.040 Wm�1 K�2 at 500 K)
and the lowest ZT, whereas a-SeTe2 possesses the lowest PF
(0.028 Wm�1 K�2 at 500 K) and the highest ZT. Thus, it can be
concluded that Janus structures can enhance TE performance
remarkably as they have much lower thermal conductivity,
including ke and kL. Additionally, it is also found that ke is a
little higher than kL in the three monolayers, and can affect ZT
significantly. It confirms that ke cannot be neglected for the TE
materials with quite low kL. Even at room temperature, these
monolayers also have large ZT values, which reach 2.4, 3.1, and
1.9 for a-STe2, a-SeTe2 and a-Te, respectively. Thus, these
materials are especially suitable for TE devices in daily life.
On the other hand, the ZT values are much lower for n-type
doping than for p-type, because of the smaller PF values and
larger ke values for n-type doping.

Conclusions

In summary, the electronic, thermal transport properties and
TE performances of Janus a-STe2 and a-SeTe2 monolayers are
investigated using first-principles calculations combined
with semiclassical Boltzmann theory. For comparison, the TE
properties of the pristine a-Te monolayer are also studied.
The electronic band structures, effective masses, and carrier
relaxation times are similar to each other. Janus structures have
different VBM, larger band gaps, and reduced PF values,
compared with the pristine a-Te. However, the breaking of
the inversion symmetry greatly reduces the kL by enhancing
the phonon anharmonicity in the Janus a-STe2 and a-SeTe2

monolayers. Furthermore, Janus monolayers also possess
smaller ke. Note here that ke plays an important role in ZT as
it can be comparable with kL. Thus, the ZT values of the Janus
a-STe2 and a-SeTe2 monolayers are much higher than those of
the pristine a-Te monolayer. Particularly, the ZT value of
the Janus a-SeTe2 monolayer is as high as about 4.4 at 500 K.
Our work indicates that Janus a-SeTe2 and a-STe2 are promising
thermoelectric materials. Furthermore, it also suggests that
using a Janus structure is an effective method to reduce kL

and enhance ZT.
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